Panel Discussion on Corporate Ministry to address Climate Change

Recommended Resources:

Ecojustice Collaborative Webpage
Kevin Walsh Videos, Climate, Race Justice: We’re All in This Together

Center of Environmental Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley. The 2035 Report: How Low Costs Can Accelerate Our Clean Energy Future. This is an informative 32-page report on how the lower costs of renewable energy should make it possible to achieve 90% clean energy by 2035. The report summarizes the benefits and policies that would be needed to achieve this goal.


Van Jones, Environmental Justice and why this matters to each of us. A TED Talk on how plastics destroy both people and planet.

Ibram X. Kendi, What the Believers Are Denying Atlantic Monthly, January, 2019. Kendi’s short article points to the undermining of scientific research and knowledge promoted by political, financial and ideological forces that have most to lose from structural changes to address racism and climate disruption.

Naomi Klein, On Fire: The (Burning) Case for a Green New Deal! Simon & Schuster, September 17, 2019. Klein’s most recent book provides a political and economic analysis of what brought us to our climate emergency and how racial injustice and fossil fuel development are inextricably linked.

Kate Raworth, How the Dutch are Reshaping Their Post-Pandemic Utopia This BBC short video links economics, climate and growth on a finite planet in a very accessible, graphic format.

Bill McKibben, Racism, Police Violence and Climate are not Separate Issues The New Yorker, June 4, 2020

Serenity Soular Working in conjunction with Swarthmore College, The Serenity Soular Organization’s long-term goal is to launch a worker-owned, triple-bottom-line solar installation cooperative that would employ North Philadelphia residents, make solar installations affordable, and facilitate the transition to just, clean energy.


Mary Annaïse Heglar, It’s Our Future, Vox June 4, 2019,
Hot & Bothered: A Climate Story to Win a Multiracial Majority, Dissent Magazine May 14, 2020